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Thanking you for your support

The gap*’s second annual Supporters Meal proved to be a another great success. Over 60 people attended for a two
course meal with wine in the lovely surroundings of the Lighthouse Room at St Barnabas Church Centre in Erdington..
It was fitting to provide a shared meal as well as being able to bring
everyone up to date with the gap*s progress over the past year. It was also
a privilege and honour to be able to meet up with and thank so many of
those who support us and enable the work of the gap* to be sustained.
Hannah shared about the current position the gap* is in with regards to
the new ‘streams’ we are operating such as HeadSpace and AdaptED
along with the newly refurbished gap* Studio (see overleaf). A view from
a volunteer’s perspective was shared by Christine, a lady who has been with
the gap* now since 2012. She also highlighted the need for more
male volunteers. We were treated to the first public screening of a new
gap* promotional DVD, filmed and edited by the highly talented, Sam
Hughes, who was also responsible for sound and lighting for the night.
This was followed by the presentation of Certificates of Recognition to three
of our (unsuspecting) Trustees. Bob, Graham and Zoe will all be stepping
down as Trustees for the gap* over the next few months and it was a
privilege to be able to publicly acknowledge their roles over the years.
Zoe and Bob have been Trustees since gap*s inception in 2008, with Zoe
being our main financial guardian through the years. We will miss their
wisdom and passion as well as their practical skills and experience. We
would like to say a mega thank you to them and wish them every blessing
on their future journeys. More news on them in the next issue.
New Trustee, Reuben also spoke about what it is like being a Trustee. This
was followed by the first course of our two course meal, professionally
prepared by our lovely caterers, Andrew and Jackie (ably assisted by
Nicola and ‘Nan’). Before dessert, the silky voiced, Katie Hallet (a former
gap* volunteer) regaled us with some enchanting tunes.
After having refreshments accompanied by a slice of cake
specially made for the ocassion (thanks Julia), the evening
continued with Project Manager, David giving a view as
to the future of the gap* and how pivitol prayer, funding,
partnership and encouragement are in this area of work
with young people. Hannah thanked all those who had
made the evening such a success and closed the proceedings.
We have since had some very encouraging comments and
offers of support as well as some financial gifts...God is
good and faithful through His people.
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It’s a green
light for the
NEWS gap* studio
Two young people
who
occassionally
attend the Venue were
recently involved in
assisting a pregnant
woman who was
being attacked. The
two lads, Christian and
Callum, were acknowledged in the local press as being
brave. We at gap* tend to agree so we are very proud of
them and commend them as caring community citizens.
We are grateful to God for one of the young ladies we
support. Azia is a 17 year old single mum of twin boys,
and through encouragement from Hannah and her
husband has begun attending the ARK community
church in Mere Green where she and her boys are
finding a supportive church family.
Due to the incident mentioned above our first
Venue#subject matters had to be cancelled due to the
area still being under the control of the Police. As the
beginning of April falls in the school holidays, we have
rescheduled the ‘addictions’ topic session for the 7th May.

HeadSpace
A number of young people are currently being supported
under this new scheme and a school in Walsall have referred
another two pupils for us to work with. Plans are in place to
promote this project to a wider audience though we need to be
sure we don’t stretch our resources at this stage

Volunteers

As an organisation we are consistantly seeking volunteers (of
any age) to help us run the Venue drop-in or to train up as a
support for a young person in some way. All we require is a
passion for seeing young people achieve their potential. If you
feel this could be you or someone you know, please get in touch.

The gap* Studio is having the the gap*
finishing touches put to it and we
hope to be ready to rock (and roll)
in the very near future. It will be headed up by a former
gap* volunteer, Sam Lyden who will seek to train young
people to be audio engineers.
The facility is offered
free to young
people between the
ages of 12 and 19.
To book the studio
contact Sam on
sam@scbc.org.uk
or 07825 133501.

STUDIO

Details will also soon be available on our website as well as
via promotional leaflets.

Mim’s adventures...
Gap* volunteer, Mim Heritage has just returned from a 6 month
Mission project working in Uganda

When I was asked to sum up the last six months in a paragraph
or two I knew that it would be difficult. These past months
have been some of the most challenging and testing but
also the most inspiring and incredible months of my life.
Six months ago I left Birmingham for the small town of Gulu
in Uganda. The place was basic but beautiful and it was
incredible to be able to call that place my home and the
people my friends. My Action team (Gap year programme
for BMS) and I did a number of different projects but mainly
working in the village of Pece at a juvenile detention centre.
We worked with lads awaiting trial, doing English lessons,
games, bible studies, craft, music session and a whole range
of other things. The system in Uganda is so poor that these
lads would be held there for many months - so in that time
it was good to get to know them, hear more about their
lives and try to positively impact them in any way we could.
The highlight of my trip was definitely running a Youth Alpha
course with the juveniles and seeing God slowly begin to
change them for the better.

Extra hours for Hannah
With the additional workload due to the HeadSpace project, the
Trustees have allotted extra hours to cover that workload.
Hannah will now work 25 hours per week across Venue, schools,
one to one and group meetings and office duties. David’s hours
remain at 15 per week. This move is quite a step of faith for the
gap* as we very much trust that God will provide for any
shortfall.
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